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iHit otill tho foroos Jt»vol.TOd is w»tor al»«orptioa 
aat %im nMN^byRslsitt }3!f i^ ob vati^  aoireo to tl&o pliuit art not 
ol^ irljr n[^orstood» ia^r^oo of imt  ^to a plaat nboso 
tlosuos aajr as hX  ^as aiastj o&iibit peatemt watsr nosS not 
b« «iB^p^sl£«4. fb* it^rtaaos of the Bwohaal«a Iggr sMsIt nator 
is al»s«a^Nid is stt@slfied iit li^ portaB  ^wlum tbo rate of 
a^rptiim ^«eoi»is so saiai tisat nator is a llsiting 
ia plant ippovtii* l^ er all but ths aost Ideal o^tltio^s 
mtmp iHi^ oiiies a llatits&g faotor smrtiae is t&e life of a 
plaat. Hi all ese^ept the best jreeors of x i^afsll, mm, as an 
mmmpXWf is o^eeked at sose period Matxse of la  ^of isois* 
ttxre. ^jont ma  ^ be stopped eT«s whm ttm soil is lii^  
^tal isoisture ooittfl»t if tJbMi swi^ ratioii rate is 
(i?)* n l^atloR of t  ^noistsire supplsr to ^e plaat and 
tlie effi^ ts on plants of liaited aois^ore will Imi of esps i^al 
W9lvk9  ^^ e taxmv, for be is ia a positicm to 
maSm iamedlate pri^ tl«M  ^ u#e oC a full Isioeled^e of plaat» 
soil soistizre r^Atioas. I^er dry faxwisg ocmditioas soil 
aois^UNi detera i^iatloas are a faotor ia deterBiaiiis vbi^  
ex^ps to i^ Laat or ttie aaaaer ia iiiii«& yie soil will l>e 
pmnpAXitiSL t&v pXaati»g» A better tiiia«ip«tajtdlng of tlui rn^La* 
tioii of eoil Boletax  ^ to tJ^e growing orop aeeiet soeli 
gE^wort. a&dltl<m» It wllJL aSA to our k&ovledse of the 
YitaX lat little ^y^eretoo  ^ reaotlons and ooodltloas at the 
point of o^tiuiit between plaat azid eolJL* 
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coH ocmstaats. Mainoa (Id) m& 3az^wr (X&3i 
Um «0il a« a t^9%m aad faav# 
t^^ iT«4 |jstax*«ats^ , if sot Jun&oSlateljr formlAs 
v^eh iM  ^  ^of 2m |^^  to ctiei^ Siig sola. 
pmhXm ,^ 
Wm  ^ JiaTe hmn wtAm to tlia 
vltb vfttar in li«I4 la tbs toil aaS ^  foi^ o *i^ ioii 
^9jim%s a^a^  ^Moiatiisr*  ^ f%ko mtoa at w&l<  ^ vaitor m*?#* «tai 
soil ia at or aaar tha wXl%Xx  ^ point aiiM» 1Ni«» 
«b4fliat of Motumta rai^ inga Mva baan «ada 
of aoll. foreiw aad flov aaar aalitmtioji poiat 
Mi^ a of aiuitioa fox^s* ttnll C3t) liaa 
to I.f34 tlHt lal^ imtiiHx oa pli»t aoll mlwiim r^ats^a, 
msm Lavia aS^ao  ^^ Yca a 
mia* of tibia aaata ai^ Jaot* 
flia AI»aoiptioa ae»M of Iteota 
soot i^Jim ^ra loog lam eoaai4lara4  ^1  ^ tlia 
aiao« l^as of l^ a jpoot* l^ a tliia vaiXad a^stfuatii^  of 
tl^  sroot ^tair  ^ t^a vaa% tyaaafar to t  ^oort«c fM Ilia foot 
INiir  ^ 1  ^%Sm intiaata ^mtaot of tlia a^ot liaix» with t  ^mil 
l0kW  ^ iii&a the x<oot liair appaar to l»a aa m&ad3?M,9 aSus i^sMxm 
it baa been ^vaa oradit for tiM alwosi>ti^  of 
iBoiatsra tmm %h9 aoiX« fiia abaorptioa of «at  ^1  ^ roota haa 
hmn teataS l@r saana of %a ao^ i^oaa, fba ta i^i^ a of  ^
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Qimi ttm %n mi»% wtih tit# roeW ^ i^ «Bd«d 
1ft yi9 ftir. ifiHi as lag^ ious «jr«««a s&lvmAl Jelsi* 
(tim mi i^ « t& ^ r#ad Vam ta^ tSp tea^ ieg 
t&« pmmr9&> %ip9 of ^ i^ Ulaxir 
vi^ leii «90t« putted 99 nmplst mw «is* 
&• tlie l^emsi^ irttA that aa 1»8S of 8»l«^ re 
t^ lc pXa«« fm 3riits» 0f B i^ttore asd %%lH  ^
 ^dls^ t •va|»9i>atl<aft Sa 1^  ]K»l«t 
&w adr^rpti^  «ttd eaplltAyar ere^ tog al^ g %h9 %e 
MBMmt df «a%#r mt«d ^  the varioae eeeti^  of lihe root «fto 
Be^mx»ed ligr wat^KT 9^m^9& from tiio oapUlanr 
fow  ^tMt t^b«vNi wiui tm 9kh§9^%im vm%9 &e9Akm% tma the 
root tl^  to the dletaaoe of  ^to 90 m froa the tip* A3JI 
of the root rsgloitt ^mwpt the ai^ ex vmm eol4i« is ftl»ofpiloay 
np to the XiHigee% ieiN  ^«ised, ehieh wee 1  ^«•* srea in thie 
%m  ^the i^ pea^M  ^4i^ »eori»tl^  eae la ^ e an^^ysn 4&t>m aa* 
£poa 1  ^wM mprn She fotaid ale# the aanlwaa rate of 
eheor^tM «ae with roote 4M& wau la l««th» roote 
hid a deerMMlag rate per ai^ t of iP»eoif^u  ^area  ^ thGW 
eetaMl^ ilae the iwrsettti iiate wllh v^pM to age at m aa* 
%m^ » MI of the; lBV«itlgatioae vlth root hairoy vim the 
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e^^tS  ^of feaver^e oea he evltloleed oa the polat 
that the root halx% ftlii aot der^  ^n^raelljr Sa miX aat the 
roote were ^t growias la eoll. Weav ,^ iprowiag roote la 
aoiet eoliy foaat that aader eonet&atlar aolet o^nditlwe 
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the w$k9 net available rapidly %& isaiatala 
toti^ 9r in the tij^er part of the pli^ t. Shaatx inferred that 
mrntB eould &mr Into &xy soil and Brease&la (?) ha* sh^wii 
tliat the r«»#ts of soiie xer i^^ tlo speoies eoizld grov int  ^
•oil whleh was helov the oaleolated vlltieiis eoeffiei^ tt* 
H«^rlek«oa and Teihmcgrer (19} foiu  ^ that roots ««mia mit 
penetrate a lajtr of &X7 soil moms than a few BllUj^ters 
0wm though the reet of the plant vae growing wigorenely. 
the  ^ stated ttot the wil^ draiml of noie i^re fros the soil 
helow a dep  ^of a few inehea is doe ala^st «3tire2j to 
roots  ^ and that roots never grow into di^  soil, fhejr 
helieved tbat all the water ahowe the wilting eoeffloient 
was availahle tlat if all ^e soil to the depth 
of nonaal root penetration was wet at the hegSnning of l^e 
sittsont siihseqittent irrigations would not affeot the r^t 
distribution (20)* Beokett and HnlMoty {2), in irrigation 
im^erii^ ts r i^&  ^t^e sane oonolasion. Hendriokson and 
VeiMejrer state that WeawM* hellowe that root distrihii* 
tion is affooted hymlnfall. It seem lili^ ely that Weaver's 
(4?) ohsermtions w«Pe oorreot and that ^e roots sljqpl^  
did not penetrate the dx  ^ layers of the soil there was 
availaia.e ao latere near the snrfaoe. 
- X2 -
Th« WUtlx  ^of Flaiits 
fhe oau«68 of vlltiag ac iuoh  ^ In reXaUoii to the 
l^ ant msA Its lose of turgor, have beeis dleoueei^  bjr SbuU 
C3$>, UeuEiisov (SS}» AXtlioagh ^e effeet <m the {»lai^ t 
Itaelf aeesa to be f&lrX  ^ well eetabllahed  ^ the relatloa 
between the aoil a l^ature the plaat le stUX otwoure* 
YeH^ugrer (4S) preaaate data to ahow that there la no ^maga 
iM rate of grow  ^of prime and peaoh treea ^tlX the wlXtHig 
poiat la reached, ^e treea grew aa weXX sear the wilting 
point ae t^ey did the aoil was aear fieXd cApaolty, 
liOwia, Woxti aad Aidrl^  (@4) showed that fnxit growth la a 
pear tree growing la a heaf;r aolX with a reXatlvel/ ah&XXow 
root abates <fotir feet deep} a^pped when thex« wm atlXX %m 
pmfemt of avaiX*bXe Bolatare la the aoiX. fhe Xeawea ahowed 
aei^ re wiXtiag whea two to three pero«it of avaiXabXe noiat«ae*e 
w&a atlXX prea«^t« l^ er measured the wlXtlag poljo^t with 
grewlag pXaata* Th^y ao&oXuded that the Xaelc of ualfora 
dietritetto  ^of the roots waa the la^rtaat faotor la the 
preaature wiXtlag of the tree, fhe aolX eaiq^Xea, aa takea 
me foot iaoi^ BHBita, aas^ed such a Xax^e voXase of aolX 
la reXatleo to the abeorblag areas of the roote, howewer, 
^bat ao »mh aia^mlfox^tsr ahowed la the aolature aaa|>Xea, 
AXwaj CX) atat(M that the aubeolX aelatiai^ , whwi 
at or beXow the fleXd peroeatage, wlXX reaaj  ^ la pXaee uatlX 
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mmmm wtm ffaffieiesit to the fkmit eise alaeet to 
t^t &f thdse vhieh Ml iBsuffleieat iselstmre th»»u#i the 
ee&eQii. 
Briggs ma& fSioBtx ft) did aot define the wiltiag 
ei»effiei«at m the lowest avallAble soil nelstitre, ^t 
fttthex*  ^fts the pQiat at «hi^  the smte of tyanspiratlc  ^
he^ttse ^reftter thim the rate of mapply Qt aeistare te the 
reets. t|&«9r stat  ^that the BOBMftvallable ittter for plaat 
use is Ui9 water held ia air dry soll.» n l^eh df^^Ksidi &u the 
redUitlTe ^oddStr of the air* Alway (1$ theog^ty siailiax^jy 
that is tare alaost to the hygroseopie eoeffi<l»lmt was avalX» 
ahle for grow ,^ dradoamtl?) stated timt plants take water 
at a T93m9& mte do«a te the air drr ei^ ditioa  ^ in keepiag 
with the saaller aaeiints ef imter preset aiid the iaereased 
w9x  ^aseessaf  ^to pitll the water fros the soil. Breaseale 
mSL 0rider (t) used three xerophjrtio plants whieh rensTed the 
asist^re fros the soil helew the Mmtlated wiltisg eoeffl* 
eii^ t. tlaldwii.1 (13), at the Gamegie desert lahoratorr, 
fo^d that after wilting nnder server drying eosditions 
ttdre i^ istiire was left m the soil lagr eertaia i^eeies of 
plants th«ki was left W  ^ plants i^ en wilted «nder less 
severe dicing eonditions. ^powa (10) shows that the BeTils 
elaw  ^ a dronght resistant plant, in the open intm the erapor* 
ating power of the air was ee. per imvof wilted at 
IS*4 perofiftt soil oolstEire. Snder a lath shelter this 
» 
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&Te the only mature plants used in irilting point determina­
tions. If the wilting point is a specific soil constant 
plant age should not affect the deteriaination except through 
root distribution; on the other hand wilting percentage has 
not been determined with many mature plants. 
Lewis (25) as stated earlier, has noted the need 
for research on the relation of root distribution and extract 
tion of water from the soil by planta fhe published data of 
Lewis, Work and Aldrioh (24) seem to be the only Infoi^ tion 
on this Important phase of plant research. They used trenches 
dug in the root zone of a mature pear tree and determined the 
root eoaoenti?ation by weighing all of the roots of 2 mm. or 
less in diameter which occurred in a given soil Tolume. They 
found a high correlation between the presence of roots suid 
the rate of moisture absorption shown in the previous 8eason*8 
x^ oz<ds of soil moisture extraction in both the lateral and 
vertical root areas. They found that water was used most from 
the surface foot, at about the same rate from the second foot 
and the third foot, and at a slightly lower rate fro® the fourth 
foot. Root concentrations were in the same order. When 
studying lateral distribution they found fewer small roots in 
the two feet nearer the tree than in the area two to four 
feet from the tree where the water use was greater. Ag they 
sampled farther from the tree, to a distance of fourteen feet, 
both the amount of water {Absorbed and the weights of small roots 
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eurrent of air over the otli«r ©nd. He regulated the amount 
of water added so that he oould add more to Increase steepness 
of the moisture gradient from supply to evaporating surfae© 
or add lees to decrease the gradient, and thus reflated the 
final moisture content of the surface when the soil had 
established a uniform rate of flow. From these flow data he 
calculated the transfer on a gradient of aois^ ire content per 
unit of iBOisture per unit of time over a definite area. He 
has shown ^ tat there is a slight loss of moisture froa the 
surface when a soil is near tJtie wilting percentage and that 
the rate of loss is governed by the aoistness of the surface 
son and the soil supplying the evaporating surface witli 
water* fhis point had already been shown by W ids toe and 
McLaughlin (43). The data of Lewis <^ 3) suggest tiiat there 
was an appreciable transfer of moisture 1:^  tJtie soil near t^ e 
wiltlAg percentage. Over the large area of tJie surface of 
the roots of a plant t^ e total asaount of water moved to 
the plant even at these moistures might be considerable* Soil 
colums^  the surface of which were near the wilting point^  ^
tmnsferred soisture at the rate of two inches per sionth* 
7Mt the eiboisture was not transferred in the vapor phase was 
demonstrated in an escperiaent in which the oolum of soil was 
broken one to seven centimeters froa the surfaoe by a g^ p one 
ailliffleter in width* Through toe gap a steady flow of elev^  
silligria&s per day of stoisture was established* The differ­
ence between the soisture below and above the gap was twelve 
- 19 -
to seventeen percent, Conrad and 7elli®®yer (13), and aiull 
(38) and others have shown, however, that the rate of flow 
of capillary moisture near the wilting point is not rapid 
o^ugh to supply the plant with the moisture it needs. Data 
by Breazeale (7) who grew plants in soil li^ ich was below the 
wilting coefficient, with the roots dipping in water below 
the soil, indicated that wheat plants could put moisture Into 
the soil. It been su^ ested that this, and other woz^  
indicating apparent discrepancies should be checked. 
The forces Involved in the vapor tension of the 
water at wilting have been variously estimated at between four 
and twenty-five atmospheres. There is a certain lack of 
unifoxislty in expressing results so that it is difficult to 
eoapare the values used. However, most of the recent results 
point to a value close to sixteen to twenty atmospheres, 
4a 0o«ta (^ ) revised Bouyoucous* (6) method of deter­
mining the freezing point of the soil, and from these data 
calculated the vapor tension, which he expressed as the log 
of the water column which would be supported by that force. 
He showed that the wilting coefficient as determined 
?eihmeyer was in the range of pP 4.0-4.4 with an average value 
of 4.2, or ^ proximately fifteen atmospheres. Olmstead (29) 
has shown a progressively decreasing moisture cont««it after 
o^ trifuglng under increasing gravity. He did not determine 
•^ e wilting point on the soils he us®l,Gentrifugation with 
provision for contact with a free water surface nay show 
- 20 
promise as a me&a& of detenalnlng directly the free-energy 
of soil at &ia^  specific stoisture content* dstT^ neir (16) 
ttsed l9oth £30lst and dry absorbent p^ iper which came to 
eqiiilihrium in the soil and showed a smooth curve for tension 
in the soil, fhe standardization of his paper was Bis^ e In tiie 
wet imnge hy means of a centrifuge and in the dry range by 
means of vapor equilibrium over sulfuric acid solutions. His 
value for tension in the range of wilting must be determined 
by ijQterpolatlon* Sh^ ll (38) and later Wolfe (49) used seeds 
of j^ thium, BKich as dardner (16) used the filter paper* 
The values which they determined seemed to be about sixteen 
atmospheree• 
Vapor pressure measurements have been mde by 
Purl, Orowther and Ke^ e (32) in an attest to deten^ ne the 
relation of vapor tension and soil moisture percentage* 
Slmlllar detei^ inations by @dlefson (14) showed that the ten­
sion at the wilting point as measured by the vapor pressure 
Is near tw^ ty at^ spheree* Vapor pressure determinations 
are time consuming and are more valuable in the range of 
hygrosGoplc moisture than for moisture in the range of growing 
plants* 
Idvlngstone and Koketsu (36) used a porous clay 
cone to detex'^ sine the water supplying power of the soil* 
their unit is standardised for absorption from a moist cham­
ber* They obtained thus an estimation of the rate at which 
- 21 • 
water can be supplied to a plant. When the same point was 
used under ^ e same oonditlons, readings were coa^ arable but 
not in Isnown units. The soil point method does desaonstrate 
the ^ namie nature of the soil moisture supply to the plant. 
Haoh is still to be learned about the relation 
of the %namio foz^ es at wilting. The meager knowledge of 
the tension of soil water and the rate of change of tension^  ^
or oapillax^  potential, with changes 4n moisture and te^ era* 
ture aakes diffioult the determinaticsi of the nature of the 
soil lioisture at wilting, the nature of the changes which 
occur in that part of the plant above the soil at the time of 
wilting are fairly well understood, fhe knowledge of plant 
bd^viour below groimd as related to drying oonditlons in Uie 
field is little understood. It was with a desire to add 
infozmtion to the nature of the water absos^ tion by plants 
in the field that the work hereinafter reported was under­
take. 
. 22 
III. SXPERIMSI^ TAL 
A, Itothod of Frooedure 
loot dlBtrllmtlon in relation to irater al^ eorptlon 
the soil was studied through a glass-front box. During 
the course of these sscperlments two such boxes were eonstxnict* 
ed. fhe first box was constructed around a plate glass flftj 
inches long and eleven inches wide, the inside distensions of 
the box were fifty Inches long, eleven inches deep, and four 
inches wide, fhe first box was filled wlt^  soil to within 
on»»fourth inch of the top of the glass. The box was so 
constructed t^ t it was possible to remve the glass in order 
to obtain sas^ les of soil froa nmr the roots. A black (^ rd* 
board was held against the front of the glass to exclude 
li^ t. fhe op^  side of yie cardboard was painted white. The 
second lK»x was built in the greenhouse at Tucson and was fiftj* 
three inches long and ten suid a half inches deep, fhis box 
was also provided with a glass front which was sealed to the 
wood of the box. All of the wooden parts of the second box 
were painted with hot parrafin and set in ^ e sun, so that the 
wood surface was thoroughly soafeed with paraffin. The cracks 
and joints were filled with paraffin or a mixture of paraffin 
and saw^ st so that the box was water tight except for a drain 
at one imd. fhe box was filled with soil to within one inch 
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from the top, 
The soil was paoked In the Ixixes after thorou^  
mixing, in lajers parallel to the bottom of the box so that 
aoy atmtifloation which ai^ t ooour vould he the same through 
the length of ^ e box and would be apparent against the glass 
fronts. The uniformity of the soil surface against the glass, 
and the unifon&it^  of a test series of soil samples, indieated 
a unifom soisture throxaghout the box* Twelve tensiometers, 
as deseribed tojr Richards and Sardner (35), were set at four-
inch Intervals in the first experiment, with the porous ola^  
cups of the tensiometers six inches from the surface and two 
inches fro® both the back and the front of the box» The soil 
was covered with a mixture of sixty perceait pajraiffin and fortj 
percent vaseline* The soil at Tucson was covered with paraf­
fin alone and sealed to the paraffin iaapregnated wood on all 
sides. 
The soil used at i^ mes was Clarion Silt Loan. The 
wilting point of this soil, determined witJti com plants, was 
3.3 percesit. The soil used at Tucson was Sila Silt Loaa and 
had a determined wilting point of 6.7 percent. These soils 
were similiar jya all respects, except for the hums content. 
The Clarion soil was mch higher in huiaue than ^ e 0ila soil. 
The SFOil at Tucson came from a field which had been so treated 
that the organic material was fairly high for a desert soil 
but was still mcih lower than the Clarion soil. The water 
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hoXdins oapaoity of the two soils, as measured biy e^ perecsit 
of water held the soil when wet from the surface of a two 
gallon pot and in equilibrium with a dry layer of soil at the 
bottom, was nearly tiie same. The soils after sereening 
and plaoii^  in the box did not have field structure* After 
wetting and dicing some struoture siay have been formed but 
the struotursd relation of the soils used in t^ is experiiBiait 
to the same soils in the field is remote* 
The t^ siometers in the first experiment were 
r^ ad daily, l^ isture determinations by direct sampling were 
mde irr^ ularly at the first of the experiment and later at 
weekly intervals. The soil moisture saa^ les were ts^ en at 
weekly intermls at 1?ue»on, except where watering interfered 
with the schedule, l^ isture samples were taken with a steel 
tt^ be of one«^ alf inch inside diameter* The leading eaad of 
the tube was beveled from the outside to make a cutting edge 
and the tube was ssK>othed m the inside. The tube cut a 
oylindrloal cone of soil one<»half inoh in diameter and of 
various le^ g^ s depending on the depth to which ^ e tube was 
pressed li^ en sampling. The cores were lifted tieom the son 
and e^ tied, into wei^ iing flasks or soil cans, by tapping 
with an Iron against the side of the tube. The iroil 
eampXe was wei^  ^aaid dried for twentor*four hours at 106®G, 
rsweighed and the pero«Qtage of moisture calculated on the 
ov®a dry weight. 
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Com was planted at one end of the box and the 
3?oots obsexnred as the^  grew th3x>ugh the soil, fhe com used 
for seed at Ames was a field com furnished 1:^  J>r. A. A. 
Bx^ an* The com seed used at !?uoeon was dolden Republic, & 
relatively hard seeded yellow dent selected for its uniformity 
under Tucson conditions* A record was made of the root tips 
which showed on the glass in the box at Aates. The record at 
Tucson included the nus^ ers of live roots exposed against the 
glass for each inch of distance from the com plant. I&e area 
included in eai^  count was from the bottom to the top of the 
box &tid yius was an area of soil one inch wide &nd nine and a 
half inches high* 
Com plants wez>e grown in sealed two @aJ.lon pots 
for wilting point determinations until the central leaf was 
definitely wilted. The pot was then opened up, the se€il and 
top soil discarded, and laoisture sas^ les taken from the re­
maining soil. Slass Jars or glazed pots were used for these 
determinations. An atteiopt was made to set growth curves in 
relation to tensiometer readings at Tucson Isut the tensiomet* 
ers would not st^ d vi^  under the conditions which prevailed. 
A series of four pots was planted with twenty 
com seeds each. The plants were tMnn#d to ten in each pot 
wh^  the plants were approximately one-hundred millimeters 
hi#L. Th® weight of the eiaqpty pots, the wax, the soil and 
soil moisture were determined before planting and checked at 
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mS. of the experis^ t. With these data tbe weight of the 
water could he oaloulated and also the peroentage of fi»>i8ture 
from the ®Poe3 weight of th© pot, fhe final mXntiare perosat-
ages were used heoauae of an error in filling pot three, BO 
that the wei#it of soil oaloulated froo the fijnst weight was 
too low, and l;>eoause siore moisture sas^ les were taken for eaoh 
pot at the ^ d than hi^  heen taken at the tioie of filling, 
fhe differ^ ce in calculating the ffloistaire on final or 
original ^ isture oont^ t of the soil has little effect on 
the Bioistiire peroentages during the coarse of the experipsat. 
The greatest hei^ t to which the l^ Tes could be pulled w&a 
laeaaured daily for each of the ten plants in eaeh of the 
pots. At the same time Uiat the heights were measured the 
wei#it of the pot was taken and the teapez^ ture recorded, 
fhe Beasureisents unfortunately were not taken at the same 
time each day. The intervals, therefore, were iM3t unifoiia, 
fhere were soae Ixreaks in the records when the seasuresants 
w^ e not mde because the experimenter was out of town* 
hn attest was laade to check some of the work of 
Breazeale using com plants. In most cases the com 
plants would not survive the treatments. 
The method of Shuli (58) and Wolfe <49) was oodi^  
fied, using com as tm osi^ meter in the soil. fh« ic^ thod 
was standardized so timt fairly c^ sistent results were 
obtained and the error of the eaqperiaeat was quite low. fhe 
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eem was dried at. 80®C for twenty-four hours. Com will lose 
soaie i»3lsture after this period bat the dally x%te of loss Is 
Gonslstent and continuous* iHie com seed wa« planted 
In oane su^ r solutions for the measurement of the foroes 
against whioh It oould absorb moisture• The tlse neoessazy 
to reaeh equlllbrlus was determined and the eom seed dried 
and wel#i^ * 
B. Hesults 
X* Wat^ , a^ Q^Ip^ o^i^  
l3Ei>erligent at Aaes. A glass front box In the 
gre<^  house at Aaes in which com was plants, Pebmary S, 
Its? was wet froffi the top so that aolsture dn^ lned from the 
bottom. The son was thmi sampled at Intervals of one to 
two days, so that six soli sastples were taken in the oourse 
of eight days* The samples were talcen by three Inoh inore* 
mmts in depth so that at eaoh looatlon there were thx^ e 
determinations for ^ oh day* T^ he box was sailed in four 
loeations* After sas^ llng the holes were refilled with soil* 
?he perecg^ tagea of aiolsture found in the samples are shown 
in fable X. e^se data were sub^ eote^  to an analysis of 
7arianoe as shown in fable IX* the locations did not differ 
slg^ ifleantly in moistAire content* Deys and depths did 
differ signifleantly* The totals for depths are? 476*5? for 
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the surf&Qe to three Inch depth, 475*71 for the three to six 
Inoh depth, and 459,76 for the depth fro® six Inehes to the 
bottom. The error tern for depth Is the sum of squares for 
the Interactions of da,y^  times depth and location tiiaes depth, 
TiiQ low interaetion for location times dep^ i el^ vs that the 
son was unifons in iBolsture percentages at the same depths 
for the diffex*ent locations and lowex^  ttie error tern for 
dep^ s. It is not likely that there was a iM»al differe^ se 
due to depth unless there was less packing or laok of pens«> 
tration of sK>isture to tiiis depth. The soil was not covered 
with protective seal during these preliainary djyins 
tests and ttie differences, though significant, showed losses 
from a ^ ist unprotected soil were only of the order of t^ o 
to four percent in a week. 
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TABIS I 
SlolsttiZ'e Peimentages of Soil Sauries f&ken t&r Test 
of ^ ifor!il% tmM B<xx. in Greenhouse at Ajnes Durlag 
tke Period Fe^ niar;^  3rd to iOth» 1937, Before Goam 
o^ts droim into t&e Soil* 
{ Inehee t Loeation Between T«ialoaeter« 
late t 0eDtfe s 4-& i 7^ t 8-9 1 10-11 
2-3-37 1—3 26,83 20.88 17,33 21,33 
3—6 22,83 23,88 21,82 22,03 
fi-10 23,33 19,44 19,^  20,90 
2-&-37 1-3 24,24 20,75 20,00 20,99 
3-e 19*48 20,S1 19,38 20,16 
6-10 20,£^  19,82 21,43 X9,74 
S-6-37 1—3 1»,01 13,64 19,01 19,20 
3—6 18,80 19,47 18,18 18,92 
6-10 18,40 18,26 18,18 19,40 
2-8-57 1-3 17.92 18,81 20,00 19,37 
3-6 19,74 18,92 19,70 18,67 
&-10 17,39 19,86 18,79 18,45 
$-9-^  1-3 18,92 21,43 17,31 
3-6 18,03 18, 4& 19,42 19,05 
6—10 17,36 19,26 20,21 18,08 
2-10-37 1-3 18,09 18,51 20,51 18,49 
3-6 18, §8 20,80 20,^  13,55 
6-10 18,12 17,83 17,39 18,60 
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TABLE II 
Analysis of VarlanGe for Moisture Samples fakm from Open 
Soil Sn & G're^  House Box. Data are Shown in fable !• 
Source of : Sum of t Degrees t t 
Yarlanoe : Squares tof Freeaom iMean SgM&rei F 
fotal 131.OS 71 
(Ba) 86.754 5 17.3506 16. 60*''^  
Loeatlos (L) 2.241 3 0.747 ) 1.076 
Depth (De) 7,861 2 S» 930o 5.350* 
Da X L 14.S71 16 0.S?1 
Ba X De 11.711 10 1 .^ 171 
L X 9e 0.002 6 0»0QbZ 
Da X DeX L 7.910 30 0.264 
Error fei®8 
Says 26.232 25 1.0513 
location 14.§73 21 0.6940 
Depth 11.713 16 0.7358 
Denotes an P value at)ove the one percent level of 
slgnlfloanoe (41) 
* 0eaotes an F value above the five percent level of 
sigatflcaaoe 
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The first roots of the com showed against 
glass front on February 11, 1937 and their location was 
marked with a wax pencil. The tenslometere had been read 
dally, the readings are sho--m for two day intervale In 
Figure I. fhe tenslometer readings in Figure I are garaiphed 
frooi the top down so that the lines represent t^ e level of 
s^ isture In the soil, for a given day. The lateral root 
extension for the various days given on the chart Is shown 
% means of lines at the top of the page, fhe tenslometers 
are numbered from t^ e p3Lanted to the unplanted end of t^ e 
box and are shown in their relative position to the root 
extension lines. The days oailtted showed the same type of 
mirve and would have added nothing to the information while 
aerely confusing the lines on the chart, fhe gradual, tmlforiB 
lowering of tenslosteters beyond ^ e root sone was due to air 
dicing. 
Xt Is noted that on the dates February 11 and 
February 13 revy slight Increaseiln tension or lowering of 
iffi>lsture were recorded near the plants. The roots had ex-
t©ided beyond tenslometer on the fifteenth, smd there was 
some reaoval of water at tenslometer S3 by Februazy 17, but 
tensioiaeter l2 whloh was three and one^ half feet froia the 
plant showed an equal reduction, th^ us suggesting a chance 
effect rather th^ i capillary Movement of water to the nearby 
root sone* fhe root* had extended to tenslometer #3 on the 
Tenslometer Number 
Ront ftyt.<anginn 
s-.es Z27 
.evel 
- 200 
m 400 
®500 
Oi to 
FIGURE I 
Moisture absorption as indicated by increased soil moisture tension in a 
glass-front box, and the lateral root extension on the same scale. 
Ames, February 11, to March 1, 1937 
So 
to twenty-seventh, and a sll^ t lowering of 
imlsture was noted In tensiometer #3. Pour days later, when 
the mots iiaA grown three inches past tensiometer #S only a 
relatively siaall quantity of water h&d feeen reooved from the 
area near tensiometer #3, 
The t^ isiometer readings ohanged very little from 
March 1 to Mareh IS, when the plants were wilted. The lateral 
root i^ tensitm had reaehc^  only one inoh farther on llaroh 15 
than the advanoe on l&roh 1, 
The entire box of soil was moistened on Febmaz^  15. 
February 18 a slight rise in tension was noted near the 
plants (figure fhe ^ isture absorption by tm> day inter­
vals are shown on Figure 2, in whioh tension is gz^ phed 
reciprocally so that l^ e lines represent soil moisture. The 
lines at t^ e top of the ehart show latex^ l extension of roote 
for the days marked• The significant facts in Figure 2 aj*e 
the relation betw^ n xoot extension and moisture lowering. 
During the period shown in Figure 2 no root tips with hairs 
appeared closer to the plants than sixteen inohes, or between 
tensiometers #4 >'5. Water absolution took place in the 
region between tensiometer #3 and the plant until March 2$, 
The roots had extended almost to tensioiaeter #3 on March 26* 
e^ roots had extended to wititiin one inch of tensiometer #9 
on jas.roh 31 but i^ preciable moisture absolution did not oeoue 
near tensiometer #3 until April 6 when the roots had reached 
1 2 
Root extension 
Tensiometer Number 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Moist ure le"^  el 
3 200 
Wtl-TED 
n 400 
Q 500 
FIGURE II 
Moisture absorption as indicated by increased soil moisture tension in a glass-front 
box, and the lateral root extension on the same scale. 
Ames. March 18, to April 10, 1937, 
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the of VHB box. Moisture absoxptlon took place near 
tens lose t®!^  j'-lO and #12 on April 8 a^ d April 10« fhere was 
not enough aoisture at suiy place in the box to be measured 
with the tenslometers after April 11. fhla does not oieaii 
that the soil was dry Imt that at no place did the moisture 
esioeed fourteen to sixteen percent. The aetual soil »3ietures 
percentages as distributed time and location, are shown in 
Table III with the estimated numbers of roots* The estimate; 
of root nui^ r are the total of all root tips appearing in 
the area during the course of the experljient until April 26. 
After April 26 the new j?oot tips were few and scattered in 
time ^ d location^ * On April 10 the plants were wilted and 
remained wilted for six days, until the box was re-wet. fhe 
saa^ jles of April 16 were ts^ en before the box was wet* The 
saiples of AprH 16 show that the roots, at least to two 
feet, were In soil as dz^  as the wilting point for these 
plimts. 
Between tensioseters #9 and #10, forty inches from 
the plant, there were seven roots six of which had root hairs. 
The roots had been present In this soil for fourteen days and 
the soli still h«ld lli,S percent of aoisture. The saa^ le 
taken in the lower layer with the roots wi^ iout root hairs had 
less B«>letux^  than the area in which the root hairs remained 
alive, 
1^ 6 tenslometers were again p&% In wox^ ins oMer 
after the soil was wet and on April 19 the first accurate 
tABLE III 
Moisture Feroentages by Date and f^ siometer locations and Muiabers of Hoots 
Appeariiig Saoii Four Inches tn a Box at Ames. 
Tensiometer Location 
: t 
f 2 J 3 
i 
i 4 S 8 
{ t 1 
J 6 1 7 t 
• 
• 
§ t, 9 ! 10 ! 11 
t 
J 12 
1 Oeptii of 
8 Saaolea 
s 
fHoteft 
3.X1 
aoota 21 u 
13.5 
13.0 
L3.8 
9 
15.2 
16.1 
14.1 
1-3 
3-6 
6-10 
siruted 
3-.12 
Roots 
18.6 
14.7 
12.0 
21 9 
19.2 
14.6 
15.3 
1-3 
3—6 
6-10 
Re-Wet 
5-17 
Boots 21 
21.3 
22.9 
20.0 
14 
24.6 
22.8 
25.8 
1—3 
3-6 
6-10 
3*29 
Hdota le 
12. & 
10.5 
9.7 
22 16 19 
IS. 6 
19.0 
19.1 
5 9 5 2 1 
24.8 
21.8 
21.7 
1-3 
3-6 
6-10 
R»»wet 
4-9 
4-16 
Hoots 16 22 
7.9 
e.i 
7.1 
S.l 
7.4 
7.5 
23 14 23 16 9 
13,3 
11.0 
9.2 
7 2 2 
1-3 
3-6 
6-10 
Re-Wet 
TABLE III (Coat.) 
I r, g ,! ,,g, I A J. .3, A, 
2L2 
ao.7 
0.0 
t 
±Jl. 
i 
JLX 
i 
A-L 
s 
jui. .lilt. Mil. 
i i^ epth of i 
4"i8 
S2 16 
29.6 
23.1 
21, S 
.0 
24.1 
21,® 
? & 
17.0 
16.9 
2 
l*-3 
3^ 6 
©•10 
"irr^  
3^ 6 
04*10 
4-Sf 9.( 
9.9 
10.4 
|<msL 2^  
7.1 
7. 
' •  * 
11.4 
10.1 
83 14 
14.9 
14,3 
13.5 
2? If M 
inr 
9.8 
liL 
ITS" 
3*6 
WUted 
&*& 
S"? 
21.9 
MmA 
s 
3.1 
2^  
"w: 
21.7 
gg.e 
22,0 
22.9 
,24»,Q 
3-S 
3*6 
&«»10 
"grrr XF 
9.0 
JtJL 
iCT 
13.4 
iJL2ufc^ L 
"1570 
18.3 
IM. 
Re-Wet 
d*2i3 xr 
8.1 
7.8 
i4«r3" 
13.5 3^ 6 
stf—f=i^ 
TO 
18.3 
•2 
i35r XF 
9.3 
8.2 
r:? 
16.5 
1&.3 
Wilted 
"O" 
9.& 
9 .2 
7.3 
7.6 
7 
n: 
14.0 
13.9 
TECT 
19.8 
20.3 
3-6 
W-
5»6 
6>10 
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re&dlzigs were obtained. These figures ax^  shown in Plgare 
3 which is siffiill&r to Figures X and 2 except that the roots 
had extended to the end of the box and after AprlX 2$ were 
uaiforaXy distributed in the soiX, The tensiometer readings 
in Figure 3 show that the fiaolsture percentage was Xowered in 
the area near the com plant before laolstur© was taken fTO® 
greater distanoes aXthough the observed root coneentrations 
ly^ j^ iffilllar in the two areas. 13ie trouble enisouatered with 
the teneioneters le shown graphioaXXy on the Xine for April 
24, Either beoause of ^ uXt in the tensioaeters or because 
the soiX waa di^ sr numbers two, three, four, and five were out 
of order, fensloaeter ^ 'X stiXl shoved a reading and no 
visible trouble. Tenslometer #1 finally reaehed a reading of 
mm on April 36 wh^  a soil ooisture saaple taken near the 
ela^ jr eone showed 9«6 percent, fensiometers usually failed to 
register well above this point, fensioiseter #1 may have been 
so thick walled that it did not lose water during this time 
in response to the lowered soil mols^ ire. 
The soil moisture sables. Table XII tak^ m on April 
26, show a moisture gradient froa the plant to the opposite 
and of the boat. Ko root iiairs appeared nearer the plant than 
tensioseter #9. Between tensloaeters #9 and #10 where root 
hairs were aost abimdant the moisture in all levels saspled 
waa adequate for plant growth. The plant wilted severely 
on Mpy § a^ d did not recover until wet on 8. Sables 
Tensiometer Number 
la 000 
100 
§ 200 
4 >2/ 
400 
5 500 
600 
FIGURE III 
Moisture absorption as indicated by increased tension in a box completely 
sampled by corn roots, Ames, April, 19 to May, 1, 1937, 
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tAlLm on Hay ? showsd that there was some available QK>isture 
four feet fro® the plant lait the plant was apparently not 
able to use it for growth or to regain turgor during Uie night. 
Tensioaeters were again put in working order and on 
Slay 10 the first readings were reeoMed, The readings are 
charted by two Intervals in Figure 4, Whaai the box was 
wet on 8 all of the root hairs had died and after this 
date onl^ ' a fesw soattered root hairs appeared against the 
glass front* !rhe percentages shown on Fi@ire 4, for the date 
iSay 22, are jm>lsture percentages determined for these loca­
tions and also appear in Table III. DuHjig tiie period shoim 
in Figure 4 t^ e roots were uniformly distributed in the box. 
The moisture first disappeared near the plant and lastly In 
the areas farther from the plant, fhe plant finally wilted 
when the soil four feet away was still praotioally satuz^ ted. 
fhe Boiature saaples were tekm at approximately 
weekly Intervals after May 10 when the soil was wet unifonaly. 
I^ eae data are shown in Talde III. Wbi^  15 the son was 
o^se to t^ e wilting point near the plants while sixteen inohes 
away toere were appreciable quantities of available aioisture, 
and thirty-two Inches from the plsuit there was an exoess of 
water. The plant wilted on May 22 when available iroisture was 
present 1€ inohes from t^ e plant, and the soil was wi^ iin two 
to three pez^ ent of field capacity forty-six inches fro® the 
plant, fhe soil still held available water forty-eight inches 
000 
Tensloraeter Number 
R p- *7 a_ 
^ 100 
<1) 
CD 
o ts 
200 
M M H-
® 300 
(D 
CO 
o 
B 
CD 
'i 
o 
c: 
400 
500 
600 FIGURE IV 
Moisture absorption as indicated by increased tension is a box uniformly 
filled with corn roots. Ames, May 5, to May 29, 1937 
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fro® the plaat on May 29 and three root tips with live r^ ot 
hairs were present in the upper right comer of the box. The 
plants were so severely wilted that they were als^ et dead* 
The box wae wet and re-wet on May 31 and the next naisture sam^  
pies taken on June 8. The last samples showed that the mois­
ture still disappeared from near the plant while the aoil as 
olose as one foot held at least two-thirds of the no^ retal avail* 
able moisture* three feet from the plant only a nesligible 
aaoimt of laois^ re was tak^  by the roots, 
SxperiBient at Tuoson* Com r^ as planted October 28 
in a glass-front box at 'Tueson and thinned to one plant on 
Ho's^ sraber 5. Moisture saiaijles were taken from the top to six 
inehes deep and from six inches to tiie bottom of ttie box. The 
BiDisture percentages of the ssraples takm are shown in fable 
3nr, yhe roots were counted for each date and appear in Table 
IVy suited for eaeh four Inches along the front* The oraoks 
whioh occurred ia the soil after wetting and diying were 
filled with soil on Kovember 4 and wet agjain, fhe last cracks 
were filled Mofember S and the soil laoisture sanples taken 
Hoveaber 10, fhe soil was not packed in any before being 
wet and it was hoped that the wetting and drying would give 
soil near the field condition. The soil surface which had 
been saootlied ia the two fillings was covered with paraffin, 
A total of 40,0S0KiloB soil calculated to the oven di^ y 
weight, was placed in the box. The voluiae occupied by this 
fABia; IV 
Moltture Pereentages and Boot Olatribution Four 
Inch Xnterrals in the Box in the Greenhouse, Tueson, 
1, Dlst^ ce From the ] Plant in Inch-BS 
Date 1 4 t i I 12 i 16 t. 80 1 M : 28 t 32 J 40 : 44 : 48 s 53 
11-4 
Boots -
4,74 
7.66 
3 
7.72 
7.91 
9.61 
12,13 
li-ld 
Roots - 3 
S4.# 
29.4 
23.3 21.8 
17.3 22.8 
1 
22.2 
24.8 
-• 
11-19 
Roots 5 
8.3 
7.6 
3 10 
9.1 
9.1 
5 3 2 
14.4 
15.3 
l4.6 
15.2 
11-21 
Boots 8 
6.x 
7*1 
16 
10.4 
9.2 
21 17 12 9 
11.4 
13.0 
11.9 
14.6 
11-29# 
Roots IS 
7.^  
7.7 
23 33 
13.4 
9.3 
S2 50 52 24 
ICS 
16.6 
9 
18.7 
22.0 
IS-"?** 3.1 
6.1 
Roots 19 29 31 53 52 
6.4 
5.6 
51 20 
9.5 
9.7 
17 
11.5 
14.6 
4 
IS-S* '"S.I 
M,„ 
^.2 
J, 8 
• Denotes the days on which the plant wilted. 
TABLl lY (Coat.) 
16 t 20 t 84 t 88 i 32 ; 
12«»14 
A 12 S 40 t 44 i 48 i S2L 
Booti 27 39 61 @2 67 30 40 5 
l.^ "»18 
Hoots 20 
fo.o 
9.8 
37 65 
1^ .6 
U.l 
69 32 56 
16.4 
18.8 
28 15 
18.9 
19.2 
R^ ts 40 
8,3 
i?,? 51 71 
7.7 
86 ?? 
13.1^  
10.9 
70 66 54 
"• 
17.9 
39 
vt.i 
19.3 
3 
12-.i4* 
Roots 36 48 
5.8 
6.2 
58 73 
?.9 
7.1 
58 36 69 53 59 
13.^  
12.2 
47 
13.8 
15.0 
10 
i2m^  23.3 
24,0 
Hoote 41 36 
50.1 
25.5 
49 m 75 60 39 
SS.I' 
0 
64 •^1 68 
34.3 
34.4 
28 30 
m 
Boots 37 53 45 
19. S 
19.1 
61 64 ff® 
19.1 
21.4 
50 60 
25.5 
24^ 9 
71 70 
' 'S4.5 
25.7 
52 28 
1-2 11.0 
14.8 
16.2 16.9 21.6 
2^ ,2 
21.5 
22,9 
20.0 S2.3 
24.8 
24.1 ^ 5.J5 
• Denotes the Dsgra on wiiioh the plant wilted. 
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BoU me 29,839,C^  miblo c^ atlmetars or 1.3408 &tsma per oo. 
Root were ma^ e on an area one InoJa, wide and 
siii« iMQhm hlgfe along the front of the liox, eoctending fro« 
tile plant whicii waa at one end of the box, The figux»es la 
Table IT ar® <^ eh sums for four of these areas* !aie lower 
figures for each date represent the nus^ er of roots which 
were all?e and oould be seen through the glass in the area 
frosi tile plant to four inches from the plant, from t^ t point 
to el^ t in^ eSf and so on, until the roots from fort^ -eight 
to fifty-three in<^ es appeared on December 2?. fhe soil 
ffioisture sas^ les were in the same areas. The mature 
eom plant actually grew against the left end of the box and 
its relatire position would be at the left of Table lY. The 
8to 17 of ^ isture loss is shown to be the sasie as for the box 
at &iaes. When the moistiire dropped to foiu*teen or fifte^  
pereent at fofty inehes on Hoveaiber Id, and again to 11.36 
and 14.56 pensent at forty«>four inohes on Hovember 21, the 
paraffin si^  was eheeked olosely and found to liave beoome 
brittle, either through too muoh sun or through absorption 
by the soil. The paiuffin was then covered with new paraffin 
to a depth of one-fourth to three-eighths of axi inch. The 
lower Eu»de of the eom plant was oorered with a dead leaf 
sheath and the ^ Ited paraffin was poured around the plant. 
Oircles of pax^ ffiM were cut out with the soil sampling tube 
before the samples were taken and these cireles were sealed 
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Ijaek orer the sasae holes after the holes were refilled, 
fhe moisture percentages in Table IV show that on 
Hovember 19 the plant had reduced the »}isture to near the 
wilting point within eight inches of the plant. Sixteen 
inches ll*ois the plant the soil had 9,09 and 9.15 pez^ cent 
BKjiisture. 1Nrenty«>eight inches from the plant the soil laois-
ture was 14,39 and 18,29 percait. At fort>y Inches, whea?e no 
roots occurred, the soil vas onl^  slightly different. The 
sasie picture is shown on Noves^ er 21, whm the soil iras evi^  
drier then the wilting point twelve inches from the plant and 
a^ ilable !^ istux*e was present in the region which the roots 
pmetrated farther from the plant. The plant trilt^  in the 
afternoon of Ho'^ ember 29 and moisture samples were again taken. 
The TOOts were fairly numerous at thirty-two inches and yet 
the wilting plant was imable to obtain the moisture fast enough 
to mlntain turgor. The plant wilted at ten A. M, on Deceitber 
7 and ioolstyire samples were taken again, fhe surprisingly low 
values were cheeked again on December 8, the saoples being tak^  
far enough from those of the previous day that the soil used 
in filling the first sample holes would not affect the new 
dete^ ination. e^ i^ isture percentages of 3,60 and 5,34 at 
twelve inches* and &,16 and 6,83 at twentor-eight inches are 
lower sisiliar plants were able to reduce the soisture in 
sealed pots, Some of the roots were in moist soil on Deceiiber 
? at a distance of thirty-six inches fz^ m the plant. The soil 
was wet after the December 8 sampling when the plant did not 
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recover tui^ or over nlgiat. 
Sas^ les were taken on December 14 and root counts 
Bade but unfortunately the soil B^ tsture sai^ les were lost, 
fhe roots had extended to fortgr-four Inches by Qeeeober 18, 
The aeisture was lowered near the plant but ati forty In^ es 
Ui& roots present had not lowered tlie moisture appreoiab3^  • 
fhe plaitt wilted at one-thirty F. M. on Seoember 13 wh(m the 
t^ s^ eratupe of the greenhouse reached 8&®f. fhe greenhouse 
was opened and at four P> M», when the tei^ erature had 
dropped to 7^ T, the plant had regained turgor. Oa Oeoember 
21 the plant was wilted in the evcyiing ^ t had recovered by 
i^ zming, fhe roots th^  had i|li»38t reached tlie end of the 
box and some root growth was occurring thz^ ughout the box* 
a^iere was a tendan*^  for the roots to grow first along Uie 
bottom of ^ e box and as they ext^ ded, for store roots to 
appear towai^  the top of the soil. Such H»tstaare figures 
as those for Mo'^ esber 21 at t^ enty«four inches and for 
HoVember at tw^ rity inches sliow the difference In water 
absorption due to the greater numbers of roots in the lower 
layers^  
The plant was severely wilted on Seoeaber 24 axid 
had been wilted oontinuGualy for two days. Soil sauries showed 
the s»>istuxHi was below the wilting point one foot from 
the plant Imt above the wiltlxig point at a distance of f&wty 
four inches, where as m&ny roots were located as near the plant. 
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The decrease In nuatoers of roots near the plant In the period 
1>eomher 24 to December 27 was due to ^ ie death and drying of 
some of the small roots* The box was thoroughly wet on 
December 27, At this tim©, the drain was stopped accidental­
ly, with the result that the soil mass ms above the satura­
tion point. On the first of January the plants had taken 
s^ isture out of the soil near the plant so that the soil 
moisture was below field capacity at a distance of sixteen 
Inches from the plant. The soil moistures thirty-two inches 
from the plant was above the field capacity. The glass front 
was taken from the box January 2 and the soil sasiples tal:<m 
at different points in the box. The moisture distribution at 
this time indicates that when roots were equal in number near 
the plant and forty-eight inches from the plant more water was 
absorbed near the pleint than forty-eight inches from the plant 
even though the water forty-ei^ t inches from the plant was 
above the field capacity. 
Hoot counts were made at the surface of the glass 
on Januaiy 2 before the glass was removed. The soil was 
divided into three inch Increments from the plant. Three 
inch sections seemed to be as small as the soil could be 
divided without excessive crumbling and breaking of the smooth 
siw-faoe. The soil was cut away from the end of the box, the 
first of the sections to be counted exposed by washing witli 
water, and the roots of any size counted. The counts of 
roots appearing in a plane perpendicular to the Iwigth of the 
box on the total soil area (three and five-ei^ ts by nine and 
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ono-half Inohes) were reeorded and the nm.t eut isade. Sixteen 
sueh ^ eas were counted and the counts are shown in Table V, 
fhi^ e figures are given for each dlftjs^ ioe froa the plant, 
fhe first nuaber is the result of the count aiade on the 
freshlj exposed soil area, fhe second number is the count 
of roots appearing on tiie glass front which was iaaediately 
in front of the section tiirou#i the soil. The third row Is 
a7ez%ge of the count laade on the glass fx^ nt and tdie 
two adjacent similiar counts. The correlation coefficient 
is 0«@1{^ , calculated from the average values for the glass 
front* fhis correlation is a|K>ve the one percent level of 
si^ ificance for sixteen observations, and shows that the 
counts made on the glass front were a reasonably good 
estimte of the numbers of roots in the different areas of 
the box* 
Tables IV and V show that the root distribution 
was fftirly unifor® throughout the box, yet the rooisUire 
disappeared from near the plant before an equal number of 
xN^ ots took i^ isture from a greater distance* 
Measurements on individual roots were not as 
successful as measurements involving large numbers of root# 
la the boxes. An isolated root against the glass front was 
ssa^ led along its length by resiovlng «ie glass and taking 
soil saiE^ les and repeating the procedure after five days. 
Other roots were sauapled at intervals of less than five days 
but the measurements are more err&ti® than the aisaunt of 
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of In a Cross Seotlan of Soil an Area 
Imposed to a Wall* From Left to El^ t the numbers 
from Near to Par from the Plant, 
t 5i 6g g8l2?18;!t^ S>|g4^ ?t3^ i^56i3gs43t4Sl48 
Sou Seotlon 54 50 47 41 40 58 3? 56 62 43 66 SO 64 62 59 40 
Cllaes One 
Area 9 12 9 16 17 SO 21 15 6 16 15 13 17 25 12 9 
aiass Average 
of !Siree 9 14 12 11 14 17 20 14 10 15 13 16 20 21 14 9 
Areas 
m 0>81Q8 
aoisture taJcen in Uiat time iisy the root. The first series of 
saa^ iles from a single root are shown In the appe** row of 
fable Vl. Five <iay8 later the s^ ples were talc^  <m the 
opposite sl&e of the root and are shown in the lo^ er row of 
fable VI. Some variation die to the soil and the sai^ ling 
would be sKpeoted iKit not as imoh as is shoim near the root. 
During the same five da^ s a nearbQr saagjle, unaffected by the 
root, deoreased from 20.21 to 19,12 peroent moisture, 
fhe area between two roots iras ea^ lei after the 
roots had been established for three da^ s, The roots were 
one asE^  one-ei^ Mi inches apart and the saaiples '^ ere taken 
at various intervals between the roots as shown in Table TII, 
fhe i©iatare in soil free of roots at the same tl®e was 20,14, 
20,71, and 20,93 for three sables. There Is no appar®at 
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mBLE VI 
filoistiire Reduction Caused a Single 
Root 
Percent Moisture 
April 6 15,48 
April 21 12.19 
19,05 19,60 20,31 
15,15 11.71 13,90 
19,85 
15,58 
21,54 
17,58 
TABIfi VII 
Moisture PezHsentages Between Two Roots 
Inches from First ftoot 
000 0,125 0,250 1,00 1.125 1.250 
First Root Seco!i4 Hoot 
21,78 19,78 20.54 20,06 20,99 ! 21.07 
I 
effect due to absorption of water by roots. 
Two com plants were transplanted Into long cylin­
ders so that the roots were surrounded by soil at different 
moisture peroentages as shown in Table VIII, The different 
layers of soil were separated with wax-paraffin seals to 
prevent aotsture transfer. That these seals were not effective 
is indicated by the change in moisture percentages shown in 
Table VIII, The increase in ®>lsture in the A layers may be 
attributed to a moist soil which was maintained above these 
layerSf and was necessary to keep the roots alive, Ihe trans­
fer of moisture from C to D and D to E tjjr plant 1 if attributed 
to roots is contrary to the transfer pz^ icted by Breaseale 
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since the movement shown is av^ ay from the plant, The 
ffisvement of moisture fTOm layer B throu^  C to D under plant 
2 is interesting because moisture apparently moved through a 
wax seal into a dry soil without appreciably charging the 
moisture in a layer of soil through which the water apparently 
passed, "She two plants shown in Table XIII are the only 
TABLE VIII 
Change in Moisture Percentages in 
Soil Colufflns Under Two Com Plants, 
plant 1 
Layer of Soil: 
• 
Original : 
Percent j 
Pinal 
Percent 
: Original : 
: Percent ; 
Pinal 
Percent 
A 19,59 83,09 5.14 7,29 
1 0,89 4,29 19,59 15.25 
G 19.59 16,53 5,14 5,29 
0 0,89 4,16 0.89 2,93 
E 5,14 1 7,02 
two of five transplanted plants which survived for a week. 
One hundred grams of dry soil was used in each of the 
layers shown in Table XIII, so the moisture percentage 
changes are nearly the same as the gi^ ms of water 
transferred a distance of from 100 to 169 milliiaeters, 
through a wax s^ l over an area of 78,5 square centimeters, 
Any of this laoisture movement would not likely be due 
to a plant which itself had only enough water to revive 
during the night, after wilting in the evening. The air 
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tei^ e:mtures at the tlsie these plants were alive fluctuated 
In a dally oycle from a ainiaaim of F to a maxisaim of 80® 
F. Possible &LplMln&%lonB were the roots, even though closely 
surrounded bj the wax, aoted as a wiok, or that the asjlst^ re 
actually aioved through the mx seal. It seeas such more 
likely, however, that the seal was not perfect and aolsture 
laoved down the sides of the tube as -mpor or liquid. Check 
b^es with the same moistures but wittiout the com plants 
were set up at the same time. In the check tubes the color 
of the air dry soil was seen to change, but no laoisture sai&> 
pies were taken. The check tubes were observed near the 
ffiinisiuia tesperature and found to have beads of moisture on 
the sides of ^ e glass even In the dry soils, and it was 
thought at that tlm that the c^ eck tubes were iisperfectly 
sealed. 
A com plant was grown in a l(mg tube so that 
o^ts several inches l^ g could be washed from the soil with* 
out injury• IJine of these roots were placed in nine vials , 
isich vial contained 60 to 70 gj^ ms of soil. The soil was at 
tha^ e SKJisture levels, air dx^ , seven percent, and tweat^  
pereeaat. Mine vials without roots were prepared, all in the 
9&m& way, and sealed with the paraffin-wspt Mxture. The 
losses of ^ isture are shown in Table IX. Although an in<^  
of root was left between the vial and the plant, the roots 
affects the weighJjngs, by exerting either a ; ull or a push 
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on tile vtal, 00 that readings closer tiian one gram wore 
ermtio. All of the vl&ls were suspended abore the balance 
on a platfoxa and the Tlals set off one &t & time for irelgh« 
ing, Bie first welgiits were taken when the roots had been 
in the Yiale for three days tlie next weights at the end of 
a week. The plant was then out aw^ y, the vials rewelghed, 
the wax seals removed and the vial weighed &^ ln. fhe vials 
were then weighed at weekly intervals and found to lose 
moisture at about tJrie same rate* The negative value in the 
laoleture used by the plant for the period three to aevm 
days for the moist soil probably is due in part to error in 
wei^ ilng and partly to Uie greater loss of laoisture from the 
Gheck vials« Xn no oase did the plant exude moisture into 
the dx7 soil. All of the roots of tne plant except those 
shown were In a Jar of water, fhe losses fjrois the free water 
were not recorded. 
The two experiments with tz^ splanted roots, and 
the plants which were lost in making treatments used, 
Indleate that future wox^  will need to be confined to plants 
growing into the soil and subsequent soisture levels obtained 
wetting different areas of soil. Also, the paraffin s^ l^s 
are not to be relied upon when ssall i!»>isture isoveo^ nts are to 
be measured. Soil of the same liolsture content without seals 
lay be used as checks. 
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TABLS IX 
Losses of Moisture In ^ rams from Vials Goatalnlng Roots sad 
Fro® Vials Mot Containing Boots, A B 0 are Replicates 
of Uie SaMB Treatn^ t. 
U 1 Air 3jw Soil t*! r i Moistere s20$ Moistu re 
J Vials Boot sCheok rX<08ssl lootsChecks sSoot iChee kJ Loss 
9-3 A 2 2 g 1 5 2 
B 3 1 2 0 4 1 
Q 2 2 2 3 1 6 4 1 9 
A 1 0 1 1 0 0 
B 0 0 1 1 -1 1 
0 1 2 0 0 1 -1 •1 3 
?-14 A 0 0 1 1 2 4 
B 0 0 1 1 3 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 2 
14-21 A 2 0 1 1 6 5 
B 0 1 1 2 5 
€ 
C 0 1 0 1 2 .2 4 5 «1 
Pour glazed two gallon pots were filled with 
weired d-ila silt lo&m soil and ten oom plants planted in 
each pot« An attengst was made to correlate growth of the 
tips witii t@naio»eter readings at twelve hour intervals, fhe 
tensiometers did not hold up under the heat and drying condi­
tions encoimtered and measuring the gzHswing tips resulted in 
the and death of some of the plants, fhe tensiometers 
were removed soil surface resealed with wax and the plants 
thimed to five hi^ lthy plants per pot, Hhm all five plants 
were wilted so that they did not recover over night in a 
aoist roo® where the relative huaidity, determined with a 
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sling psyehroaeter, was ei^ t^  percent aiid the tei^ erature 
the plants were oonsidered wilted. The pots were in 
tile moist rooBi for six days oontlnuously Just before wlltlag 
and liad been grown In the pots for two laonttie. The results of 
these wilting points determinations are given in ?able X, 
together with the results of wilting determined on the Glarlon 
8llt loam at A^ es* '^ e t>lla ellt loam retained 6,61 percent 
of iKJisture vhm Ua© plants were permaneaitlj wilted. The 
i^ ge of the .determinations of four pots was fro® 6,04 pereent 
to 6.S3 percent, 
The pots at Ames were tre&fe^ ed In different ways. 
In the first set of six pots oom was plants In moist soU 
and allowed to grow until vf 11 ting oeourred. The flJE^ t two 
pots were sampled when the central leaf was first wilted. The 
second pair was placed in the aolst chamber and saa^ led when 
e^ central leaf resmlned wilted; th^  appear In Table X as 
Jars tliree and four. Two other Jars were allowed to remain 
In a wilted condition for seven days at which time the plants 
were nearly dead. One percent of atolsture was lost In the 
first day after wilting and two an one-half percent In a week 
after wilting. The effect of salt on the wilting point Is 
shown In the series In Table X roarlted Salt series. Without 
salt these saaples checked fairly closely with the severly 
wilted plants of the first set. Additions of five-tentiis and 
one percent Sodium Chloride resulted in wilting at moisture 
percentages near those of the first wilting point detenslnatlons. 
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fABlE X 
Wilting Point Deterstinaiions on 
Clarion Silt horn and &ila Silt Loam, 
diarioa SUt Utm ;Moisture Peroant of Sarojlegavaraga 
Tip Vfilted 1 10.46 11.09 
2 11.18 11.20 10.98 
Tip Badly Wilted 3 10.16 9.67 
4 10.23 9.80 9,96 
Wilted On© Week 5 8.61 8.51 
6 8.39 8.39 8.48 
3alt ieries 
Soil Only 1 8.38 8.36 8.37 
2 8.39 8.11 8.25 
3 9.72 9.02 9.37 8.66 
0*5 ^  Salt 4 9.31 8.81 9.06 
5 9.53 9.39 9.46 
6 10.15 9.36 10.00 9.51 
1 % Salt ? 10.42 10.14 10.28 
8 10.31 10.88 10.60 
9 11.25 11.35 11.30 10.72 
Pot hrer&Re 
3-ila 3llt Loam 1 6.79 7.15 6.84 6.93 
2 6.49 6.51 6.71 6.47 
3 7.23 6.85 6.59 6.89 
4 6.39 5.70 6,04 6.04 6.61 
The ffiQisture peroentagee calculated for the dila 
soil from another series of two g^ lon pots are shown in Table 
XX* ktter the top layer of paraffin and tiro inohes of soil 
had heen discarded^  'tiie apples were taken at three depths* 
Depth one was the lajer Just under the discarded layer of soil. 
Depth t^ o was taken near the oenter of the pot and depth three 
from the bottom indi of soil, which was completely filled with 
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raots. Simple was always ta^ en before sai^ le *l>*, isut 
t^ e Izitenral of time was a aattrer of seconds and these are 
eonsldered as duplicate samples. Analysis of variance showe 
that the pots were different, or that In caily five percent 
of samples dmrn from a noraal population would dlffeznsnoes 
as great as those found between pots be expected. If the 
Interaction of depth and pot were used as the error term the 
differences in pots would not reach the five percent level of 
significance* The average moisture cont^ t of S*?6 pere«Bt 
was used in later woi4s as the wilting point of the soil. 
fhls analysis shows that there was no slgalflcart dlffer^ mce 
between Uie samples taken at different depths |ln the pots In 
the aanner described. The ana^ sls 4s shown serves to 
Illustrate the fact that wilting point determinations when 
run elmultaoieouslj <m the saiae lot of son with plants as 
nearly alike as posslMe are more variable l^ a^n the s^ l^es 
from a single pot, fhe detercainatlon of the wllt^ g points 
is not precise and most wilting determinations should be 
considered as having a considerable range. One percent 
would not be a large difference In wilting point determlna-
tlons* 
Teoi plants in each of four pots filled with 
G-lla silt loaia were seaiwired for height ea«4i day fro® 
August first to Septesaber twenty-third, 1936 in anotJier 
att(^ t to determine the growth of the plants in relation to 
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TABI^  XX 
Wilting Point 0etezisiliu&tlons on 
Pour Siffiiliar Pots of Sila Silt Loam, 
t,, , »g a 
1, I, , f, #gi .m. Imi r Depth 3 t Pot Ayer&ge 
I 
XI 
III 
XV 
& 
h 
» 
b 
& 
b 
a 
b 
6.300 
6.739 
6.382 
7,253 
S.S44 
7,866 
5,141 
6.100 
7.042 
6.293 
7.459 
8.125 
6.396 
6.699 
7.105 
7.041 
6.8^  
6.380 
6.399 
7.392 
6,973 
5.787 
7,904 
7.153 
6.601 
7.335 
6.376 
6.m 
6.7635 
XIA 
Analysis of Varlanee 
9um ot 
JsMsm. 
Souroe ot Segreea of 
rrs§,^ 9a^  
Total 23 
Beptli 2 
Pot 3 
Bepth X Pot 6 
Sai^ les wltiiln Pot 
within ^ pth Cerpoj?) 12 
10.823684 
1.39556® 
3.015540 
3.583737 
2.818838 
0.470595 
0.697705 
1.005180* 
0,597890 
0,234903 
• PTObabillty less tban five percent. 
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their water absorptioa. Kie pota were not staled with paraffin 
antll ^ gjist fh© hei^ t measureraents wsre mad© on the 
tallest leaf• The meaaurements ®ade on the leaf were sore 
variable than those fflade on the showing tip. A single l«tf 
attained its greatest hei^ t and stopped growing before t^ e 
next leaf had attained a length as great as the fiz^ t leaf, 
fhe Gurres for a single pl«uat increase would result in a stair-
steii^ ed etirre* The totals of t©ti plants gave a more or less 
continuous curte. e^ moisture percentages of the soil in 
the pots wff*eoftlcul&ted from the oven di^  weight of soil in 
a potf determined from the final moisture percentages of the 
soil, and the weights of pot and wax added, The data are 
shoim in fable XII, the growths in Table XII are the total 
increase for the ten plants in the pot in iBilliseters during 
the nuii|»er of hours at the left of the table* The pez*oeiitages 
of »>lsture corresponding to the growth were <»klculat«d 
from the gross weight of Uie pot at the time the measui^ fflents 
of gzwth were la^ e, Ti^ e first colum is the date in 1933 
and the second oolusm is the time in hours elapsed since l^ e 
previous measurement. 
The plants in all oases ceased to grew before the 
wilting pdlnt was reached. This fact is particularly well 
Ulastmt^  in the period Ai;^ st 16 to September 10 the 
pots were watered "nhm the weights showed thear were within 
Uiree percent of wilting. None of the plants wilted in this 
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TABLE XII 
Xaersasea In la Millimeterfl of Tea Com Plants in w&6h 
of Four Pots in the dreenliouse at Tuosoa, Moisture Percentages 
in the Pots at the Tlae Measuremente wez^  maoe. 
m, 1% m I m m  m ir 
• 
• i.Mois- ttkram^ sHois- JOTOW-iMois- j(5r6w-iMois- iS«nr-
UatesHoureiture I th itare i th s tare i th Jt^ i^ e l til 1 
&m2 28»8 16.96 253 19.42 39^  26.39 327 1^ .80 250 
8^ 3 17«8 14.61 270 16.73 146 23.65 352 15.09 197 
8-4 2S,3 10.48 110 11.52 137 15.86 311 10.86 80 
8-5 19.5 ©.65 —6 10.37 35 13.21 169 9.74 m 
S-.5 #•8 8.7S •58 9.34 0 10.92 12 9.01 -13 
M 14,5 8.56 -29 9.09 -16 10.67 19 8.80 -48 
8-7 25,0 7.82 0 7.99 -13 8.90 -22 7.93 3 
8-8 25*5 7.10 -13 25.63 0 7.75 -19 7.16 -16 
8-e 7,0 ai.84 54 23.40 51 32.54 38 24.32 0 
M 14.0 20.63 95 22.65 66 31.55 92 23.80 115 
8-10 S6,0 15.86 139 17.55 273 25.06 169 18.01 152 
a-ii 24.0 11.97 82 12.99 166 18.66 225 13.25 187 
8-12 23.8 9.59 -16 10.02 -4 12.42 38 10.33 -22 
8-15 60,0 7.02 6.91 10 7.54 -26 7.48 -19 
8-15 8.0 22.29 -121 25.51 -185 35.47 -359 25.49 4^44 
8—16 17.0 21.84 a 22.62 -72 31.62 -35 22.16 -13 
8-17 26.5 16.58 104 17.24 90 23.67 96 16.58 64 
3-19 43.0 11.41 84 10.93 165 13.24 133 11.07 m 
8-02 7S.2 10.67 201 10.08 270 10.81 97 10.73 160 
8-23 15.3 22.48 59 24.45 44 34.05 m 23.84 44 
S—24t SS.S 16.83 34 18.62 179 26.76 116 17.83 57 
a-26 24.0 10.76 60 10.70 61 15.02 191 11.18 m 
8-87 §6.0 16.74 51 18.48 83 24.64 12 18.33 109 
S-S8 21.7 12.81 8 13.31 58 17.61 94 13.70 49 
d-si» 2S.f 10.70 4 10.84 2 13.17 6 11.20 3 
s-a. S7.3 8.44 -37 8.30 -50 9.50 21 8.68 -47 
S08. 8 13.67 354 14.71 324 16.10 -149 18.24 139 
35.4 16.81 106 18.98 97 25.24 91 18.41 168 
9-11 23.0 18.98 13.39 64 19.13 53 14.00 92 
a7.8 10.25 12 10.24 15 12.13 4 10.67 2 
gS.2 S.JSS -17 9.48 -25 10.47 —4 9.48 -6 
®-14 8.74 -46 8.79 - 8 9.82 -91 3.98 -48 
S-16 8.42 —1 8.27 -20 9.31 0 8.56 -5 
9-ie 20»S 7.96 -16 8.03 -7 9.08 -97 8.40 -22 
9-17 tS.f 7,73 -14 7.73 -9 8.57 -69 8.11 -25 
106 6.77 6.76 m 6.76 6.75 «» 
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period, Oa August 31 the maxlmuBj teatperature for th© da^  
was 28®C at SjOO P. M. The soil in all pots was a)^ ire th® 
wlltiag point yet the plants in all pots except xiuaber three 
were decreasing in hei^ t. 
The histoz*^  of wetting and dxylng of the soil la 
eaoh pot oan be read vertieally on Table XII. Because of an 
e3npor la oaloulatlug ^ e soil oontalned in Pot III, too mxop. 
water weus added to t^ ils pot wh^  it was wet. fhe me&suresi^ te 
were to have been taken eaoh tw(Mity-fo^  hours but other work 
laterferea. that the readings were irregular in time. 
fhere ware also periods when the ineasurements oould not be 
tak^  at all and these contribute irre^ larltles to the 
gx<owth aeasureffl^ ts* I'able XIIX shows a suismaz^ y of the mois­
ture peroesitages at the end of the growth periods for the 
four pots, fhe moisture percentages shown are the average 
for the period during which growth ceased or deoreasAKl. One 
Inst^ ce where growth stopped and then continued again 
ooeurred. Fot II decreased in total hei^ t of plants from 
Au^ st 11 to ku^ Qt 12 and increased ten fflilliaeters from 
Mgust li to August 1&. The e^ lsture shown for this cessation 
©f growth jya table xni is the average of the aoisture for the 
three dates* S^ ot III aeasureaents showed an increase fro© 
August 2^  to August 31 followed by a decrease* aince the tiae 
Interval fpom August 31 to September 9 is long and included 
another wetting tJie point of growth cessation at this time was 
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as the single figure 9,&0 percent moisture on Au^ st 21, 
The decrease in growth In Pot III in the period jtogjist 31 to 
September 9 was not due to laok of moisture but to exeess 
moisture. 
TABLE XIII 
Moisture Percentage ixk Pots at the Time (Growth Stopped, l^ is* 
turee are Average Perewat Moisture per Pot, 
Pot I I m u I m lu I m it 
10.055 9.865 9,735 9.375 
10.760 10.03 9,980 11,740 
9.570 9,570 9,50 9,940 
9#7a5 9,S6G 11,300 10,075 
Average 9,88 
Wilting Point , #41 
Average Available 3.IB 
5^ie ffioisture percentages oaloulated froia different 
moisture changes for different periods of measureiaent and for 
sueeessive measuresents are re&iarkably uniform. Com plants 
ia the same pots eould reiaain alive and resume growth after 
the soil had bem depleted to seven percent moisture and com 
finalljr t^raoted the moisture to an average of @.76 pero^ t 
on Septen^ Jer 23. Mo Increase in height occurred below the 
poiat of gjrowth cessation and the plants did not appear wilted 
at the tiiae the pl^ te stopped g>3:>owing in the period from 
August 39 to iUigust 31, During t^ is period the moisture 
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pei^ oentages were as shorn in t^ e third roi^ of Table XIII. 
Kie average of the sixteen percentages In Table XIII is 9.884. 
The wilting coefficient calculated fro® the aoisture equiva­
lent was 9.10, but the determined wilting percentages from 
Table XI was 6,76 percent. 
The hourly Increases in leaf height per pot were 
calculated from the data in Table XII and are tabulated in 
Table XIV, with the percentage of moisture in the soil at the 
time the measurements were made. The data in Table XIV are 
arranged in order of pot and date reading from August 2 on 
Pot I to September 12 on Pot IV. A break in the numbers 
dmiotes a change fzHjm one pot to the next. 
Many of the data from Pot III were omitted in 
Table XIV because the moisture percentage was higher than the 
range in which the plants would grow, t^a from conditions 
of excessive moisture would not satisfactorily represent 
growth on a dicing curve. The data in Table XIV represent the 
change in growth rate as the moisture percentage of the soil 
decreased, correlation coefficient 0.4741 for the seventy-
six deterroinationsof growth is above the one percent level of 
significance. Inspection of the data in Tables XII and XIV 
shows that less gj^ owth occurred just after the soil was wet 
than would occur in the next few days. 
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TABLE XI? 
Moisture Peroentages and Total Inore&sss in Plant Height in 
Millimeters per Pot per Hcmr» 
e^i^ ent ^ l8ture:Raie of (irowtki^ c^eat MoiatoreiRate of aroaih 
m I Pot III 
16.96 0.3785 15.36 1.0436 
14.61 1.5169 13.ai 0.866? 
10.48 0.3691 10.98 1.7779 
21.24 7.7144 10.57 1.3104 
20.63 6.7868 18.66 9.3751 
15.86 5.3462 12.42 1.5967 
U,97 3.4167 23.67 3.6227 
21.34 3.00(K) 13.24 3.0930 
16.58 3.9245 10.81 1.2247 
11.41 1.9535 17.61 4.3318 
10.67 2.5378 13.17 0.2609 
22.48 3.7342 9.50 0.3660 
16.83 1.4468 19.13 2.3043 
10.76 2.5000 12.13 0.1439 
16.74 1.9616 
12,81 0.3687 
10.70 0.1739 
13.67 1.S9S8 
16«^  4.0672 
12.98 1.8261 
10.25 0.4317 
Pot n Pot I? 
19.42 1.3680 17.80 0.8681 
16.73 0,8202 15.09 1.1067 
11.52 0.4597 10.86 0.268© 
10.37 0.1795 9.74 0.2923 
23.40 7.2859 23.80 8.2143 
22.65 4.7143 18.01 5.8462 
17,55 10.5001 13.25 7.7917 
12.99 6.9167 16.58 2.4151 
17.24 3.3962 11,07 1.9070 
10.93 3.8372 10.73 2.02^ 3 
10.08 3,4090 23,84 2,7848 
24,45 2,7848 17.83 2.4255 
18.62 7,6170 11.19 2,1667 
10.70 2,5417 18,33 4,1924 
18,48 3,1923 13.70 2,2581 
13.34 2,6728 11,20 0,1304 
10.84 0.0870 18.24 0.66^  
14.71 1,5502 18,41 6,4462 
18.98 3,7219 14,00 4,0000 
10,24 0,5396 r « 0.4741 10.67 0.0719 
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the correlation ooefficient and might reasonably be discarded, 
fhd slow start was caused b^  the fact that the leaves had 
been checked la groirth by the aolsttire bat several d^ s^ 
sometimes elapsed before the young leaves, themselves growing 
rapidly, reached the hel^ t of the old leavee. lio negative 
growths are Included in the correlation because the ne^ t^lve 
growths were caused by necrosis of the ieaf tips which occurred 
particularly on toose leaves which were young and trader at 
the time the plants suffered for water* The rate of dlelng 
bacl^  depeMed on the age of the leaves In the pot and might 
be greatly Increased by one tender leaf, 
A correlation coefflol«iat over the 
irre^ xlar hours of measurement, including the period Just 
after wetting,and excluding the negative growth at low mois­
tures, indicates that a siuch higher correlation could be 
obtained in a ©ore ^ refully oontrClled eaqperis^ t, Goivela-
tlon of growth and percentage available stols^ re also ail#it 
increase tiie correlation coefficient. 
9mm3m 
Oom grain was used as an osaosteter to measure l^ e 
relation of soil iK>lsture to the tension with which water is 
held in tiie soil. It was first thought the absorption 
the gr&ln of the water from the soil might not reach a state 
of equllibriua. fhe first experiments were run at Abmsms to 
detemtee whether or not ecfuilibriuffi between t&e water of t^ e 
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oom and the soil would bs reaehed. Quart jars half full of 
Gom and soil were kept at a oonstant tei^ erature and mixed 
daily. At the end of three ireeks the final moistiire pereent* 
s^ es of Gom and soil were detei^ ined. A loss of total 
moisture ^ hioh oould not be aeoounted for oeourred in these 
experims^ ts* The prooedure was ehanged sBiall, S0->7<k»e 
Jars whieh had eork seals and aluiainum serev o&pe. The loss 
in gx^ ss weight of these Jars iji ttoee weeks ranged from a 
i^n of one*tenth grass to a loss of three*»te»ths of a grmm, 
The Jars srere welded <miy to the nearest timth and the 
gains may h&ve been ei^ rors in weighing. In Hie first experi* 
nent the soil from the pots in which the wilting point had 
been determined was used in an attempt to find if grain and 
soil would come to equilibrium near the wilting percentage. 
The soils used were toe thoroughly mixed soils 
from ea(^  of four pots of Gila silt loaaij the moisture 
percentages of which are shown in Table X. e^ soil from 
Pot I after sampling for the moisture at wilting was mixed 
by TOlllng on a large sheet of paper and then used to fill the 
Jars, ffee Jars were weighed the com was filled to one-third, 
one«-half or two»thirds the wlume of the Jar and the tota|. Jar 
and com weight read, laie oom used was taken from a uniform 
lot of air di^  grain* fhe soil was then filled to the top 
of the Jar. Mixing settled the soil throug^ i the oom so that 
after stirring tiie mlxteire filled the Jar only to the 
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shoulder. The jars were all mixed by revolving in two 
planee* Fart of the Jars w@re not stirred again, some were 
stirred ea^  week and some were mixed in the sis^ e way each 
day. The three ratios were each subjected to the three 
stirrlns Intensities on eaoh of the four soils, fwo replica­
tions were used, 'fhe analysis of irarlanoe of the final mois­
ture pero^ tages of oom and soil is sho^ m in Table X?. Sie 
Tery Im moisture variability in the soil was due to the 
extremely low ooisture in the soil. Th^  zmge of sioleture in 
the soil was from 1.01 to 1.04. The ratios do show a si^ i-
fieant difftrenoe. fhe analysis of the com siolsture shows 
a slmillar result except that the com absorbed ^ re siolsture 
from aorae soils than others. The inorease in stoisture for 
the com in the differ^ t soils shone that although the soil 
was drl4^  uniformly the eom had not been able to get as oiioh 
soisture from some soils as it oould get froa other soils, fh® 
mxerm moisture in the oom indioates that the com had not 
reached equlllbrlua with the soil and that the soil %ma dried 
60 low that the absorption power of the oom was not great 
enou# to obtain appreciable qu^ tities of moisture froei the 
soil. Stirring did not inorease the ausount of susisture 
absorbed nor effect the results in any way. Stirring was 
abmidoned in later e^ erlaents after the seed and soil were 
onoe tiu>roughly mixed. 
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TABLE XV 
a^lysis of Variance of Moisture Percentases &t the End of the 
Mixing, gsperlmeat Deoe^ er 1, 19^ . 
Source of i degrees of i Sum of i 
, { gx:««40B^  • J Sqttareg l Meaja S<maj'e 
Soil 
fotaX 71 .0078 
Soil (S) 3 .0002 .00CX>67 
Ratio (R) 2 ,0029 .0014S»« 
Intensity (I) 2 »0004 .0003 
S X I 6 ,0002 .000035 
3 X R 6 .0013 .000216 
R X 1 4 .0003 .00007$ 
Reminder 48 .0(^ © .00005S1 
Cora 
Total n 639.77 
soil (S) 3 ;®.03 10.68»* 
Ratio i%) 2 459.21 209.61#* 
2 S.64 1.32 
S X I 6 11.32 1.97 
s X a 6 14.70 2.45 
a X I 4 10.11 2.53 
Eefflainder 4a 109.26 2.30 
*1* fhe fibres wbieh bear tiie cLouble asterisk denote a slgni-
fieiait dlfferei^ e as groat as or greater thaa the oae per* 
cs«ttt level. 
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The soil for the next experlmmt was ohtaised 1^  
mixing all of t^ e soil not used in the preceding experiment 
and wetting to approxisately ten percent laaisture, Sae soil 
was allowed to stand for eevez^ I days and mixed again imtOTe 
it was used, the moisture percentage after the second mixing 
was 9.62, fhe saiae three ratios of grain to soil used in the 
preceding experiaac^ at was used. The com was air dry, or six 
percent loolsture, when placed in the vials, fhe Jars were 
set in a rooia at constant tea^ erature^  31^  within a range of 
one degree. Some of the J are were taken out at the m& of 
two dajrs, some after four, and ei|^ t days, some after two 
weeks, another series at the end of three weeks and tlie final 
series at four weeks. Four replications were made of ea^  
of the three xutios and six times before final determinations. 
A significant differsKice in the residual moistures 
in the corn and soil was shown between the differmt ratios 
used. If the reataindor is used as an error tera for 
variances due to ^ e different times^  ^and the interaction of 
times m.& ratios for the soil moistures, bot^  Uie interaction 
and the times show a significant difference. After six days 
no appreciahle chsuages occurred in the total percssitage of 
the soil, fhe changes that did occur after six days were 
erratic and ssiall. In subse^ t^ e:^ ari^ t^s the time was 
set at seven days because this was a conrenient schedule and 
equilibrium was reached before seven days. Coj?ii of twenty 
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TABU XVI 
Analysis of Varlaaoe of Moisture Percentages at th© End of the 
Mixing Ijcperlaent January 23, 1938, 
Source of 
Tariance 
i Degrees of : 
s Freedom t 
Sua of t 
Souares i Mean Souare 
Soil 
fotal 71 11S.3001S 
Block 3 3,87708 1,19236 
Ratio (a) 2 ©0,1C^ 97 25.0616** 
fIme CT) 5 12.05334 2,41124 
a X f 10 25,52513 2,5525 
Keiaainder 51 26,60587 0,52168 
fotal 71 1260,8915 
Block 3 3,33926 
Ratio 2 1047,766S 52S,8832©<Hi 
f ime 5 19,1^ 7 3,99695 
a X f 10 29,5764 2,95764 
Reminder a 159,6713 3.13080 
Fi0ix^ s Btarked with a double asterisk Smote slgnlfleant 
dlffermoe as great as or greater than the one perc^ t 
le^ el. 
percent oolsture with one ratio was in equlllbrlasi with soil 
of essentially th® same percentage as com of twenty percent 
final isolsture fro® another ratio, SlAoe the aoet consistent 
figures were obtained with the ssialler ratio, which was about 
eleven graiss of com In the air dry condition or (approxlaately 
ten of ov^ dry oom) and fifty grams of oven dry soil. 
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Dot diagram of percentages of moisture distribution 
in soil and corn at equilibrium. 
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this ratio was use<^  In later experiiaents. 
A uniform lot of soil was dlvidad into twenty 
dQual portions, differmtt portions were wet to dlffer>» 
€^ t fflolsture levels, ranging from air dry to thirty-»ix per­
cent isolsture* The soils and air dry oom used were plaeed 
in Jars and after tbiorou^ mixing were allowed a week im. 
whl0h to attain e^ illbrlJUQ. l%ie prooedure ims to thorcmghly 
mix: elev«Q grasss of air Ar^ r oom with fifty grass of oTen 
dx^  soil to whic^  water had been added. The final moisture 
pere«Btages of ©om and soil are plotted In Figure V, 
Beoause of the eimlli&ritor of ooisture In some of the eai^ les 
there were no samples in whl<^  the final oom moisture 
pe^ «itages were in the range from eighteen to tw«aty pez^ ent. 
A seoond experimm% was rtm in the same way with the original 
lE^ isture oont^ t such t^ at i^ lues fell wi^ in this range. 
the values determined in the second experimimt are also 
plotted In Figure V and are shown as oiroles. Below two 
pereesit of soil moisture the oom grain was unable to absoii^  
solsture fros the soil. In a sepaarate eacperiai^ t the grain in 
a greater ratio to the soil was able to r^ uee the soil aiois* 
ture to one pex^ ent. Botii oom and soil were below air dry 
at the end of this esgperiment. fhe sables in which the soil 
held mra than ten percent moisture and the oor» held more 
than flirty percent moisture were erratic. th;e grain in many 
of the samples in this r&jo^ e geminated before reaehljig mols-
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tare equllibriua with the soil . Therefore, the effective 
uppey llJBits of iBOisttire for soil and gi^ ain equllibriui. were 
tm percent soil raoleture and thirty percent gram soisture. 
Below tm percent soil OKaisture oom seed would reach aois* 
tfixrs equilibrium vith the soil and since the wilting point 
was 6,76 percenty or in the range at which equilibrium was 
established, an attei^ t was made to standardise the absorpb-
tive power of the com with migar solutions^  and thus to 
obtain an estimte of the force with which water was held in 
the soil, fhe osmotic values of the su|^ r solutions used 
were aeasaired % the freezing point depress ion and are shown 
in column three of Table XTII» 
$oluti<Hi one was a saturated su^ sur solution from 
which sugar crystals were precipitated at the end of three 
days because theS*^ 3ji absorbed water from the solution• The 
peJPCffifitage of aoisture in the corti at the end of three days 
is shown in the fourth coluian of ITable XVXI. The Esoisture 
peroeaatage of the oom was calculated from tdie oven diy weight 
of the com as determined by the aoisture of a parallel saai-
ple at the time of putting the com In the solution. I&e 
calculated dry wei^ ts are shown in the fifth colusn of 
Table XTII. The aoist coim after weighing was dried 3jq the 
oven and these dx^  weights are shown in the sixth coluim of 
fable XVII, In solutions one and two, the final misture 
pero®itages of the com were in the range of moisture percent­
ages obtained by grain in stoisUire equilibriuffl with the soil. 
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dmin In all of tbe weaker solutions was above the mlsture 
pereentage at which the corn would germinate in soil. The 
calculated dry weights of the com and the actual dry we^ its 
of the com check fairly closely except in solutions one and 
two in which the observed dry wei^ ts of grain were hi^ er 
for some unknown reason than the calculated dry weights* 
fhe IMioated soil sioisture tensions at the wilting 
percentages are in l^ e neighborhood of 150 atmospheres, fhis 
value is not in agreement with published estliaates (33) 
obtained wi^  water vapor equilibria. Additional work will be 
re(|uired to determine the cause of the discrepancies and to 
estaMi^  1^ 0 water coaapetljsg power of the soil at the wilting 
perc«jt©se. 
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XABLS XVI2 
QsmtlQ Talue of 9oXutios6 and Moisture Pere«atage of Com 
After Bfea^ hlng Squlllbrtua, wl^  th© Caloulated Bx^ y Weight 
at the and the Observed Cry Weight at the of 
three Mi^ s In the SoXution, 
t Mo ietore: Oa^ XcuXated i Ohserre^  
SoXatien i Jar 5 GV i Percent sl>ry Weisdit 
1 X 196,13 22,01 9,77 10,22 
X 2 199,20 21,04 9,65 9,99 
X 5 181,55 21,41 9,48 9.f2 
X 4 214,16 20,99 9.43 9.63 
2 8 99.41 ,^76 9,46 10.00 
9 6 107,64 33,50 9,73 mt 
2 7 104,11 32,24 9,49 10.00 
2 3 103.43 30,54 9,66 11.61 
3 9 47,15 41,27 9,79 10.@§ 
3 XO 48,27 34,00 9,61 9,53 
S XX 45,67 32,63 9,41 9.37 
S 12 43,77 36,92 9,44 9,77 
4 X3 23,79 42,23 9.72 9.78 
4 14 22,98 40,61 9,36 9,37 
4 15 23,41 43.36 9,^  9,64 
4 16 22,73 42,31 9,62 9,65 
0 17 12,70 43,20 9.44 «> 
S 18 12,09 44,02 9.66 9,35 
S 19 12,84 45.62 9,^  9,35 
5 20 11.96 46,00 9,38 9.21 
6 81 7,08 48,55 9.51 9,47 
6 22 6,87 46,42 9,52 9,47 
6 23 6,87 49,17 9,55 9,35 
6 24 6,98 4i,22 9,47 9,55 
7 25 4,65 50,05 10,04 10,00 
7 26 4,56 50,15 9,72 9,61 
7 27 5,03 49,69 9,69 9,53 
7 20 4,31 51,53 9,37 9,36 
a 29 2,79 54,19 9,21 9,18 
s 30 2,91 56,61 9.20 9,29 
8 31 2.91 56,37 9,46 9,49 
3 32 2,79 53,59 9,36 9,37 
9 33 1.77 52,47 9.^  9,54 
9 34 1,52 55,80 9,45 9,31 
© 56 1,55 52,03 9.49 9.26 
© 36 1,39 53^80 9,^  9.18 
XO 37 2,53 58,72 9,68 9,80 
xo 3S 1,90 58,70 9.42 9.43 
XO 39 2,03 53,00 9.50 9.54 
xo 40 1.89 62.61 9.40 9,43 
I?, BISOUSSION 
Previous work cm abeorptlon of wat#r b;ir plauat® has 
beea eomflned to iwlst soli, to water, or to nutriat solutions. 
It has h®en shown hy the work of Mlas Roswxe that the almorhliig 
goae of the root, is not necessarily in the root tip or root 
hair region. In the stt^ les presea:ited here It wae shoim that 
com roots absart^ ed water from soli at different rates dep«ftd~ 
Ing on the dlstanee from the plant. The differential absorp­
tion In relation to dletanee was foimd wit^  moisture peroent-
iMies within the re^ e of t^ slo&eter reMlnga, ^ rlng four 
drying periods. Two of the drying periods were after the roots 
had penetrated all of the soli area available. Below the 
range of easily available laolsture the same direetlonal grad-
Imt was observed, fhe roots near a cozis pl^ t absorbed 
moisture at atnd bel^  the wilting point whm the soil at a 
distance of three or four feet was near the field oapaolt^  of 
the soil* fhe corn roots were able to take nolsture below 
the oaloulated wilting ooefflolent and even below the wilting 
point determined with plants from the sasie seed souroe* ?he 
absolution of ^ Isfejre below t^ e wilting point took place in 
sou near the plant while life of the plant was being laaln^  
talned bj solsture obtained at dlsta«i«e8 of more than two feet 
from the plant. 
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Bata on g,r<m%h show that In a soil, the wilting 
©oeffleiimt of which was 9,1 peJ^ oent com stopped growing whea 
0,38 per&mt of moisture reiaaln^  In the soil. In the saoe 
soil the saaie plants reiDOved the aolstufe to 7,00 percent and 
eTent^ iall^  t© 6,76 pereeat whim the plants were persraaently 
wllt^ * itoots of com plants in soils of different i^ lsture 
content absorbed the laolsture from soil having fifteen to 
twenty percent i^ lstttre but did not tal:e water fros or put 
water into soils with leas than seven percent i^ ie^ ire, 3uoh 
Increased ae did occur were shown by parallel eheoks to be due 
to penseabllity of the wax seals, e^ fact that the plants 
took a©isture below the wilting point near the plant while the 
life of the plant was being supported b^  moi@tta*e farmer awaj 
would indicate t^ t a com plant would not build up soU skjIs-
ture percentage# near the plant by drawing moisture from a 
greater distance. 
The observations of the soil moisture loss froia the 
son, in t^ e experiments performed, show that it is likely 
timt a plant sets up fn absorption gradient and that water 
close to the plant Is more readily available even at l<Mr 
aolsture percentages tlian Biolst^ re at a greater distance. 
Water, even though available) as measured the wilting 
point, when at a distance of three to four feet was not 
absorb^  rapidly imough by the plant to keep the plant from 
wilting, mis observation Introduces into the wilting point 
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deterialimtloa a factor of distance* effect of distance 
oa absorption of water ty roota haa not been studied pre­
viously and msty eaqplala some of the field obserrations wh«re 
such crops as wheat and other grains have reduced the mois­
ture at the end of the season to a point below the determined 
wilting point of the soil, 
Boot Imlrs can reaain alive Ofily in motst soils, 
Althou^  the^ r did have a persistence of two weeks in soil of 
more fourtemi percent moisture, root hairs could not 
withstand moisture levels of less than ten percent in soils 
where tiie wilting point was 8.6 percent. In one case a root 
tip was observed to have a film of moisture around the root 
hairs even though the root was in soil which was at elev®a 
percent nhen the wilting point was 6,7 percent, lUjot hairs 
observed in the course of this experimeait were teaporaiy 
structures living in soist soils l»it were not active in water 
absorption when the plant was in relatively dry soli* 
gvaluation of the forces in the soil laoisUire at 
the time the roots were absorbing the moisture was not found 
possible. The method of Shull with Xanthium seed was fflodified 
to use Qovn seed. The method as stadardized gave reproducable 
results in soil up to ten pero«it aoil moisture and with the 
cora containing thirty percent ©?ain moisture. Above the 
range mentioned results were erratic. Below one or two per­
cent soil moisture com grain ms unable to extract moisture 
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from the soli. Standardization of the com in sugar solutions 
was uncertain because of unknown reasons. It la possible 
that XanthliiHi seed may be better material than corn for these 
determinations# 
Data on the growth of com on a drying curre show 
that the rate of increase of leaf length decreased as the 
moisture decreased to 9,8 pex^ sent of soil moisture when three 
percent of available saoisture was still present. Below this 
moisture level the corn did not grow and in some cases even 
decreased in total length because of the drying of the leaves, 
Growth of plants in the field ordinarily takes place on a 
drying curve for the soil. Water added to a field soil, either 
as rain or by irrigation, ?/etfl thoroughly a layer of soil, the 
depth of which depends on the amount of water added and the 
previous wetness of the soil. The percentage of moisture to 
which a field is mised by irrigation or rain water may also 
depend on the previous moisture history of the soil, ®ie 
\vetting of the soil does not affect the nature of the water 
absorption by the plant except when the moisture is in such 
a small area or at such a distance, that the plant can not 
obtain tJie water. The soil is normally wet in a short time 
and is dried by plants absorbing water over a relatively long­
er time. The availability of the water in the soil depends 
upon moisture percentage and distance and since plants may be 
limited in growth before the soil reaches the wilting point. 
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the relation between the plant, tops said roots, and the soil 
moisture is a d^ aaio state which will he olisnged "toy any 
changes in i^ ot gwwth^  evaporation rate, transpiration ra.te» 
or soil aoisture* 
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Y. 3U104ARX AND COKCLUSIONS 
1, Goya was grown In a glass-front box so tliat the 
root dlstritmtlon eould be studied in relation to the regions 
of water absorption, as shown 1s^  tensloiaeters and soU siols* 
tur@ sas^ les^  Obserratlon of roots on tlie glass-f^ nt gave a 
good estlasate of the conowitration of roots Inside a box four 
Inohee ^ Ide and t^  Inohee deep, as sho^  a si^ lfleant 
poaltlv# correlation betweeaa root counts >aade at the glass and 
root counts made on planes of soU perpendicular to the fiHMit. 
2, The absorption zones of roots srowlng into the 
soil, irh^  measured b^  tensloraeter readings and soil moisture 
samples^  appeared to be four inches or more behind the root 
hair region, Slnee roots continued to grow Into a soil area 
after the first roots appeared In the area, the Increase In 
n^ jE^ er of roots have affeeted the measurement of the 
difference in mte of absolution between tlie root hair zone 
and the area of root baok of the root hair zone, o^ moisture 
absorption large enou^  to measure, with the methods used, 
was found in the root hair zones of the sain roots, 
3, Root© of com plants absorbed moisture sore 
readily near the e»m plant than at a distance of three or 
four feet. Soots of gronring com plants extmoted water 
bQlQm Uie wiltlnt', point in soil near the pl^ t; wh^  simillar 
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auofoers Qf roots were presest %si fiolX well alcove tho wilting 
point four feet from the plioit, Hie water foui' feet fx^ iB tiie 
pl&Bt waa eventually absorbed after the soil near the plant 
was aried below th© wlltliig po$nt. 
4» arowth measurements of com plants were laad© itoen 
SS^ W^R In pots In whl«h the parcentages of aolsture were deter­
mined wel^ ljig. The correlation between moigture ajid height 
laoraKdse was found t© be positive and sl^ lficaat. Com gren 
mre rapidly whea water ^ ?aa rsadlly available tiiaa v;hen the 
sKJisture appx^ a^ ed th« wilting point oii a dxytng ourve. 
0ona plants stopped leaf groirth when yae soil laolsture perc«®|»-
age avers^ «i€ 9.^  percent» for slxtet^  4eteminatic»»s« fhe 
wilting (soeffiol^ t oaloul&ted from the SK>isture equlmlent 
of the soil was 9*1 percent and the wilt iig point deterained 
with the plants In the some pots was peroent. 
Com was used tn^m an ossofieter in an attest 
to deteralne the foreee imder whloh ro«ts absorb water from 
the soil* The use of grain was ^ oi?n to be libraetlcal above 
ten pere^ t soil ^ isture and thirty pere#xt com @euln mois-' 
ture, 0min used in soils bo j^ iet that the grain reached mre 
than thirty pero^ t ajoisture germinated, and did not rea-i^  
e<iullibriuBi with the soil# Gora grain in sugar solutions 
hl^ er moisture percentage than oom in equillbrluffl wl^  
30il except in the lEaost concentrated solutions» Com se St In 
Gonoentxmted sugar solutiona for three days gained in dx^  
weight, suggesting, sugar absorption by the grain. 
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The preliminary exp«rimen1: indicates a force of ab<mt one 
l^ a^ red and fifty atanospherea in the soil water at the wilt­
ing percentage* This work will be chwdced in future experi-
mmtBt 
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